Since 1994, when Four Weddings and a Funeral (Mike Newell) grossed more than $250 million worldwide, the production company, Working Title, has been associated with some of the most financially successful films at both the UK and US box office, of the last decade or so. These films include Bean (Mel Smith 1997) which made $45 million at the US box office, Elizabeth (1998) which made $30 million at the US box office, Notting Hill (Roger Michael, 1999) which made a staggering $116 million, the low-budget Billy Elliot (Stephen Daldry, 2000), which
Only Billy Elliot, on the surface, appears to contradict this. We will return in more detail to the significance of Billy Elliot later as it is especially indicative of the new structures of the Cultural Transnational Corporations (CTNCs) and an interesting trend in the 'differentiation' of Britishness that can circulate in the international (and especially the North American) image market. However, for the moment we might just note that the narrative trajectory of the film is one which seeks to relocate Billy in the middle class. This social mobility, this movement disembedding the character, is figured in the image of Billy leaping with which the film begins and ends and which was used in the marketing of the film's narrative image (Ellis, 1991: 31-37) . Although Billy is the object of both gay and heterosexual desire from other characters, he cannot reciprocate such desires because to do so would complicate and provide inertia on what the film conceives as Billy's simple upwards trajectory. While Billy's story can usefully be situated within the national endogenous context of New Labour's rise to power, we can also posit an entire international mode of production behind this narrative movement and one in which British cinema occupies a neo-colonial position vis-à-vis Hollywood. As with all neo-colonial relations, the relations of subordination with the dominant external other reinforces internal relations of domination.
However, not so long ago, in the late 1980s, Tim Bevan, who co-founded Working Title in 1982 with Sarah Radclyffe, could be quoted as describing the typical Working Title film as: 'socio-economic and political movies with a strong narrative' (Producer, 1988: 23) The films of the 1980s bear this out: My Beautiful Laundrette (Stephen Frears, 1985) , Sammy and Rosie Get Laid (Stephen Frears, 1987) , Personal Services (Terry Jones, 1987) , A World Apart (Chris Menges 1988) , For Queen and Country (Martin Stellman, 1989) and Hidden Agenda (Ken Loach, 1990) . In all the celebrations of Working Title's economic success, the loss of cultural ambition of that selfsame company has been largely unremarked. It is true that some mainstream commentators wondered what had happened to all the black people who live in Notting Hill when they watched the film of the same name, but such reservations are very much the minor key of most discussions about the company or the films. Box-office speaks louder than cultural politics for sure. For those who would wish British cinema to have more cultural ambition, Working Title is emblematic of its current homogeneity; but the company's history which once traced a rather different trajectory, has been largely forgotten. To understand the transformation of Working Title requires going far beyond the question of the personal ambitions of Bevan or his current co-chairman, the American, Eric Fellner. The story of how Working Title reinvented itself in the1990s requires an understanding of how British cinema at the level of production, distribution and exhibition, is completely integrated and subordinated to Hollywood and the American market. The story of Working Title is I will argue a typical one in the sense meant by Lukács; it reveals the fundamental socio-economic dynamics of a situation and a period. Thus we will have to discover how Working Title has functioned from the 1990s within the New International Division of Cultural Labour (Miller, Govil, McMurria, Maxwell, 2001 ) as a wholly owned subsidiary of PolyGram Film Entertainment (PFE) in the first instance and latterly of Universal-Seagram. As I will show, the subsidiary form of intercorporate relations has important economic, ideological and cultural ramifications.
Cultural Values
What follows then is a critique of British cinema's integration and subordination to Hollywood and the American market and a critique of the role a company like Working Title has played in reproducing that subservient position. The American orientated British film has a long pedigree of course and was first developed in the sound era by the Hungarian filmmaker, who had worked in Hollywood, Alexander Korda.
His 1933 film The Private Life of Henry VIII set the model for the rest of the decade as British producers chased dollars with historical epics. Sarah Street has recently provided us with a methodologically innovative and fascinating study of the 'internationalist' (read American) orientation of British cinema through the decades. She tracks the material circumstances which shape the fate of British films in the American market, including advertising policy, distribution strategy, access to cinemas, and the complex cross-cultural dynamics involved in the reception of British films by American audiences in different historical contexts. Street argues that such films do not have to 'stifle national themes in order to be successful in America' (Street, 2002: 70) . This is true. Indeed, as we capital is the endless and limitless drive to go beyond its limiting barrier. Every boundary is and has to be a barrier for it…If ever it perceived a certain boundary not as a barrier, but became comfortable within it as a boundary, it would itself have declined from exchange value to use value (Marx, 1993: 334 This is not to say that British films orientated to the American market are unworthy of study, that they are uninteresting, unpleasurable or even occasionally aesthetically progressive. The question is the dominance of the Atlanticist model and whether in the long run and at a systemic level, it is economically and culturally the best policy option to follow.
Economically it is high risk and British companies trying to break into the American market in a big way, have often, like Goldcrest, capsized (Iberts and Illot, 1990) . Film Four is only the latest to do so when in the late 1990s it signed a three year deal with Warner Brothers to make seven films with budgets of £13 million or more. But the cultural question is the more significant one for us here. Where she can, Street makes the cultural case for the internationalist film, such as in her discussion of Tom Jones (1963) (2002: 177-180) . But for the most part, Street steers clear of the question of cultural evaluation. The suspicion has to be that in part this is because she would find it difficult to make the cultural case for these 
In the Shadow of Hollywood
Hollywood dominates British cinema at every level of the industry: production, distribution and exhibition. However it is the dominance of 
The CTNCs and Subsidiary Capitalism
The centralisation and concentration of capital in the cultural industries has developed a particular corporate structure and set of market strategies which reflect that structure. I call this multi-divisional structure One of the things that is attractive to Hollywood CTNCs working through British subsidiaries and/or subcontractors is that the cultural material they are dealing with works well with low budgets (especially comedies) and yet has the potential to deliver very high returns. The Full Monty remains the paradigmatic example with a budget of $3.5 million and worldwide grosses in excess of $200 million, the film made 58 times as much as it cost to make. Thus while Fox's Titanic grossed $1 billion at the global box office, it provided, once all the costs of production, distribution, marketing and commissions were tallied, 'only' around $100 million in profits to the studio, about the same as The Full Monty.
Thus while the grosses are modest by Hollywood standards, the ratio of profit to investment is substantial.
We need to be clear that when we speak of making films for the 'American market' we are not in the first instance talking about The problem with getting films made in the US is the pernicious view that white people don't want to see films in which people of colour tell their own stories. Studios make black films specifically for black audiences, on budgets that they know they can recoup. Every green-lighted film is determined by niche marketing for a particular community.
When I made What's Cooking? in the US two years ago, I had first hand knowledge of how divided these lines are. I wanted to make a film about contemporary American families who happened to be black, Latino, Jewish and Vietnamese. I thought I'd made a truly American film that had the potential to reach mainstream audiences. After it opened the Sundance film festival, several US distributors said they loved the film, but that I had given them the problem of having to market it separately to the four different communities in the film, and therefore they'd have to spend four times as much on the release. They couldn't fathom the idea that they could release the film in the same way that they would a family film featuring a white family (Chadha 2002: 11 …how to control a creative company, imposing financial disciplines but not stifling creativity; and secondly, how to squeeze every penny of value out of the product produced, in order to make the numbers work (Kuhn 2002: 33) .
Part of Kuhn's answer to this question was to draw on PolyGram's music division which operated the sort of niche subsidiary system I have described above. In the music business this is called the 'label' system. In its classical division PolyGram had three 'creative units', while on the pop side they had numerous labels such as Polydor, A&M, Island and Mercury records. These labels were 'left to get on with the business of attracting talent and making successful records. In return for this autonomy, they had to observe strict financial disciplines ' (2002: 33) .
Working Title then were to be one of PolyGram's film labels, as was Propaganda Films, an American independent company that PFE also With an overall budget of £2.8 million, more than half of which had been funded from other sources, Working Title/Universal were hardly over exposed on the production side. Once the film was finished they carefully calculated the film's potential with test screenings in the US market (Pulver 2000: 14) . When the film was released, a number of British film critics were apparently moved to tears, their emotions yanked by a product instrumentally calculated by economic and institutional determinants that have their origins many thousands of miles away.
Conclusion
This analysis of the conditions of production for British cinema demonstrates that 'production' must refer to rather more than a discrete unit of production (the immediate company and people involved).
Production has to be seen as a network of economic and institutional relationships across the industry as a whole, while territorially it must extend as wide as the economic and institutional relations of the CTNCs Simon Beaufoy, screenwriter for The Full Monty complained of the compromises and depoliticisation that enabled it to be co-opted by the political establishment (Beaufoy, 1998: 61) . Roger Michell who directed Working Title's Notting Hill and later went on to make the Hanif Kureshi scripted The Mother (2003) , has also called for institutional changes that would allow cultural workers to make films 'about our society, culture and times' (Michell, 2003: 7) . A reexamination of the British film industry's 'special relationship' with Hollywood, is long overdue.
